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SPACE SAVING FOOTPRINT
With just 3.5 ft x 2.3 ft of footprint, the compact design of the STEPR takes up
minimal space in your home while still providing a highly effective workout platform.

360º SWIVEL TOUCHSCREEN
The 360º Swivel Touchscreen is a fully rotatable screen that allows you to interact with
the STEPR console from various angles.

AUTOMATIC SAFETY FEATURES
 ∙ Emergency Stop Button: Halts the machine instantly.
 ∙ Auto Stop: The STEPR stops automatically if you step off.
 ∙ Infrared Sensor: The STEPR stops automatically if it detects any obstacle.

STEPR ANCHOR POINTS
The STEPR Anchor Points are strategic and secure attachment locations on the STEPR
machine. These points allow you to connect various accessories, such as resistance
bands or other fitness equipment, to enhance your workout experience.

STADIUM STEPS
The Stadium Step are all about family and bringing together a diverse range of
people, individuals of all ages and backgrounds, to join the incredible STEPR  
community. We chose the Stadium Steps to ensure that every member of the family
can step up, quite literally, and be a part of this exciting journey.

ON-DEMAND CLASSES
Level up your fitness journey. Choose from 200+ on-demand classes. Steady Step, HIIT,
Bootcamp, Stretch & Mobility, or Strength workouts—we've got it all. Sweat, challenge
yourself, and achieve your goals on your schedule.

FREE STEP EXPERIENCES
Experience the outdoors from home. Step along stunning trails and picturesque routes. 
Immerse yourself in nature while getting a fantastic workout. It's virtual hiking and
guided adventures with indoor convenience. 

FREE STEP
Step on the STEPR without any pre-set program or guided workout. In this mode, you
will have the freedom to set your own pace, rhythm, and intensity.

STREAMING SERVICES
Entertainment meets fitness. Access Netflix, Spotify, YouTube, and more from your
STEPR. Binge-watch shows and discover movies, all while staying active. The ultimate
fusion of fitness and entertainment

4 Speakers 
2 in front, 2 in back
Bluetooth Compatible

0-25

3 x Phone Holders 
1 x Bottle Holder

27" TouchScreen
180º Swivel (Each Side)

200+ of Coach-Led Classes &
Scenic Classes 

Step up Height: 25”
3 Stairs at the same time
Polypropylene (PP) high 
tenacity material

375 Lbs

346.2 Lbs

43.30 in (L) x 33.07 (W) x 33.85
(H)

CE-LVD, FCC/IC, UKCA-LVD,
ISO/IEC

297.62 Lbs

6.83 ft (H) x 3.5 ft (L) x 2.3 ft
(W)

PRODUCT FEATURES SPECIFICATIONS

Youtube, Disney+, Netflix, Hulu,
PrimeVideo, Spotify, and more
coming soon!
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0.41 ft (H) x 0.72 ft (L) x 1.31 ft (W)


